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Tutorial

Photoshop is a great place 
to craft successful T-shirt
designs that won’t break
your budget. In this tutorial,
we use a digital approach 
to create a deconstructed
look and style
T-shirt design can be a pricey business. There 
are so many things to consider when you enter
your local print shop: the expense of four-colour
processing, the complexity of creating multiple
templates, not to mention the cost of creating
each individual screening template. There’s even
a cost associated with opening multiple digital
files. The list can go on and on, while your pocket
becomes lighter and lighter…

Well, there are ways around this spending. 
This tutorial will show you an approach to
designing T-shirts that doesn’t use multiple
templates, multiple files and multiple colours.
Less is often more, and simplifying the process
won’t detract from your designs. We’ll create a 
T-shirt design with only one colour, that you will
incorporate into one template, which you can
then deliver to your printer in one digital file. 
Your costs will be cut substantially, but your end
result will be innovative and stylish.

We’re going to use Photoshop to create a
design that looks antiquated and deconstructed. 
It will appear as if the shirt had been washed
several thousand times, but will retain a degree 
of vividness. With a little technical forethought,
Photoshop can save you a lot of cash…

T-SHIRT
DESIGN

PHOTOSHOP

Artwork and words
by Vincent Marcone – head
to his infamous, ghostly site
at www.mypetskeleton.com.
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INSIGHT

WHY USE A
SILHOUETTE?
The object of this tutorial is to create a unique
and dynamic design by using only one colour 
to keep costs low. A silhouette works best 
with just two contrasting colours (traditionally
black and white). The T-shirt material will act 
as the backdrop for one colour, while the 
design will be inked as the foreground in
another colour. The end result is both cheap 
and graphically effective.

RESOLUTION
The clarity of your design depends on the size
of your resolution. It’s best to keep your file no
less than 300 pixels per inch. If you are
enlarging a texture or photograph within a 300-
res file, those elements that you are expanding
are not truly 300ppi. It’s best to introduce such
elements into the design without having to
stretch or enlarge them substantially.
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1This photograph has a strong sense of form and
structure. The bare tree has an almost skeletal

quality about it, which should work quite well as 
a silhouette and even better as the focus for the
composition of this design. When picking images for
T-shirts, it’s important to have strong visual elements
to play off each other. There’s no room for subtle
shapes and delicate compositions.

PART 1 CREATING
CONTRAST
Our design needs to be bold and
visually impressive

PART 2 FRAMING
Design a frame to complement the
image, and to push the overall
uniqueness of our T-shirt design

2 First, open the file tree.jpg included in this pdf
and remove its colour. To do this, open the

Hue/Saturation box from the Image tab at the top
bar and go to Adjustments (press Ctrl+U on the PC,
Command+U on the Mac). Slide the Saturation bar
to -100, and keep the file in RGB mode so that we can
experiment with colouring later.

3Now we want to remove as much grey as
possible from the image by using the Levels box.

Go to Image at the top bar and select Adjustments,
then highlight Levels with your mouse (Ctrl/
Command+L). Drag the black arrow to the right and
white arrow to the left. You will notice that the grey
has been removed from the photograph and replaced
with true backs and true whites. Keep adjusting these
arrows until the photo looks like a silhouette.

4 Drag the tree silhouette into a larger window, 
say 20cm wide by 30cm high, to give yourself

more space for designing a frame. Make sure 
the background is black. Now, using the Circular
Marquee tool, generate an oval selection to crop 
the tree, then invert the selection (use the shortcut
Command/Ctrl+Shift+I) and fill it with black.

5 Find the centre of your oval shape by noting the
grid and placing the guides into a centre. From

that centre point, use the Circular Marquee tool and
press Option (Mac)/Alt (PC) to create a new oval that
overlaps the picture. Fill with white and lower opacity
to 50 per cent so you can see how it’s placed. To
adjust the oval, use the Transform tool (Command/
Ctrl+T) and move the oval until it overlaps the picture.
Repeat the steps to make a smaller oval that slightly
overlaps the original picture. This time, fill the oval
with black and bring the opacity down to 60 per cent.

6Adjust the black and white oval layers back to 100
per cent. Reselect the black oval by going to the

Layers palette, clicking directly onto that layer while
pressing Command/Ctrl. A Marquee selection should
now surround the smaller black oval. Make sure your
large, white, oval layer is selected and hit the Delete
button. Once you trash the black layer (or turn it off)
you should have a clean, white, oval frame that
surrounds the silhouette of the tree.

7Open the file named frameparts.psd (included in this pdf).
You will notice two ornate pieces that we’re going

to use to add to the current oval frame. These layers
were built by experimenting with the Pen tool.
Always keep your experimental work – you never
know when it will come in handy.

8Duplicate each layer and flip it vertically by
selecting Edit from the top bar and highlighting

Transform. Position the mirror images of each so 
they are touching each other, then merge them within
the Layers palette: just highlight the layer and click on
the empty box of the mirror layer so that a chain link
icon appears. Go to the Layers tab and select Merge
Layers. Do the same to the other layers.
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PART 3 RAVENS
Adding the ravens will give both
purpose and theme to our design

9Now that you have two separate layers, we’re
going to merge them into one. Centre the designs

into each other as above. Drag the layer into the
working T-shirt design and invert it (Ctrl/Command+I).
Go to the Layers palette and switch from Normal to
Screen. Move the ornate bracket just slightly into the
middle of the oval so that it appears to be fused within
it, then duplicate the layer, positioning its reflection on
the opposite side of the oval.

10Using the Pen tool, create a profile of a raven. 
If you’re not confident doing this freehand, you

may want to sketch a bird profile and scan the image
into Photoshop to trace. It’s important to make sure
that the profile of the bird is believable.

11Once your bird is complete, grab a selection by
pressing Ctrl/Command while clicking on the

path layer. Open a new layer and fill the bird selection
with black.

12Drag your new bird into the T-shirt design and
place it onto one of the branches. The presence

of this bird suddenly breathes a little life into the
design, as it’s become a part of a story.

13Our bird needs eyes. Create a small circle 
on a separate layer and fill it with white, then

merge the layers.

14 The raven is a little too crisp against the
background; he needs to be integrated a little

better with our tree. Pick the Blur tool, which looks 
like a teardrop located within the toolbar. Without
overdoing it, blur some of the edges of our bird so
that it doesn’t look quite so clean. 

15Duplicate and flip the raven horizontally and
place it on another branch on the opposite side

of the tree. We don’t want the ravens looking perfectly
symmetrical to each other. Select the Liquify option
from the Filters tab on the top bar. Using the Warp
tool, slightly push the back of the raven up and move
the breast out. This is an important but subtle detail.

PART 4 AGEING
To give this T-shirt a sense of age, it’s
important to incorporate the right type
of texture into the design

16Make sure the ravens are placed onto branches
that look as though they could support their

weight. If you need to adjust the branches by making
them longer or thicker, simply cut branches onto new
layers and multiply (Layers palette) them over the
branches beneath until you’re satisfied with your
modified tree. You can use Transform (Command/
Ctrl+T) to change the girth and length of your selected
branches before you multiply them.

17Open the file texture1.jpg from the CD and 
drag it into the working T-shirt design window.

Using the Clone tool, spread the texture completely
around the entire frame. Try to keep the texture
looking sporadic, so that it doesn’t appear to be too
predictable. Once the frame is covered, multiply the
texture in the Layers palette.

18Open the second file, texture2.jpg, and 
remove the grey tones by using the Levels box

(Command/Ctrl+L). Manipulate the arrows until the
greys are replaced by true whites and true blacks.
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26 Your screen printer will be able to match up
almost any colour of ink that you come up

with. However, you are considerably more limited
with the colour of your T-shirt. Keep this in mind
when experimenting. Your best bet is to get a fabric
swatch of T-shirt colours. Your local screen printer
should be able to supply you with different swatches.

PART 4 COLOURS
Now the fun part – using Photoshop to
pick your colours for the T-shirt design

20Multiply each texture from the Layers palette,
and continue to manoeuvre them until you’re

satisfied that the design has a sense of age about it.
Save and rename your file, then flatten the image by
going to the Layers tab at the top bar and selecting
Flatten Image. This will merge all your labels into one
background, making it easier to work with.

21Invert your entire image via Ctrl/Command+I
so that the design looks like a negative. You are

now ready to send to the printer!

22Go back to the original file and rename it
‘colourtest’, then flatten. It’s best to rename

your files according to their purpose to avoid
accidental re-saves. Go to the Select option (top bar)
and choose Colour Range. A colour picker will replace
your mouse arrow; go to a white section of the design
and click your mouse, then slide Fuzziness all the way
to 200 within the Colour Range box and click OK.

23 Create another layer and fill the selection with
a bright colour such as red. Each pixel that

was once white has now been replaced with a red
hue. This new layer represents the colour of ink that
you will choose for your design. Label it ‘Ink Layer’.

24 Repeat step 22 by choosing Colour Range, but
this time choose the surrounding black with

your colour picker. Create another layer and fill the
selection with another bright colour, such as green.
This new layer now represents the colour of your
shirt, which will work as the backdrop to your design.
Label the layer ‘Shirt Layer’.

25We now have two layers to experiment with.
Choose the Hue/Saturation box and slide the

arrows to get every possible colour combination that
you think might suit the design and style of your shirt.

19Now select your favourite sections of the
texture and drag them onto the main file. 

Try not to be too calculating; the texture should look
accidental and dilapidated, not a predictable pattern.

INSIGHT

INVERTING 
YOUR DESIGN
The file that you supply to your printer will
become the template for screening the ink onto
your shirts. The ink adheres itself to wherever
there is black hue on your file. Each black pixel
is information for the template that guides the
ink, which is why it’s necessary to invert your
finished piece.

LIGHT VS DARK
If you happen to decide on a light shirt as a
backdrop for your design, you will only need
the printer to do ‘one pass’. This means that 
the template placed onto your shirt is inked just
once. However, if you choose a darker shirt,
which includes mid-range hues such as red or
green (not just black), you should instruct your
printer to do a ‘double pass’. It will be slightly
more expensive, but worth it in the long run;
your shirts will be more durable and vibrant.

FINAL STEP
The final stage is physically picking up your shirts

from the print shop. You’ve now created a set of
dynamic and unique T-shirts without breaking your
budget, and you’ve done this without using multiple
colours or templates. One screen is all that is required
to achieve a design using this technique.
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